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Abstract

- To keep track of personal information and run
businesses, system needs powerful, networked computers. In
industries network and computer security is important. Now a
day’s because of the popularity of internet, there is need of data
security. Also most organizations are dynamic in nature hence
the need for secure computing environments.

Although not the dominant operating system on the
Internet, Linux is quite prevalent, considering that the very
strong for servers running web services, email services, and
name services because all depend on open-source code that
works with Linux. And this is where the trouble begins. So
there is need to secure Linux operating system. The security
of Linux depends on many configuration files both at system
level and application level. Once you secure your Linux
system it does not perpetually stay secure because
operational and functional changes will be done through
threats or new exploits are available for packages or
applications. Hence Workstation and network security for
the Linux os will be implemented through scripting.
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1) Physical
2) Technical
3) Administrative
Physical Controls:
Physical control is the implementation of security
measures to prevent unauthorized access to
sensitive material .Examples of physical controls
are : Closed-circuit surveillance cameras, Motion or
thermal alarm systems, Security guards, Picture
IDs, Locked and dead-bolted steel doors.
Technical Controls:
Technical controls use technology as a basis for
controlling the access and usage of sensitive data
throughout a physical structure and over a network.
Examples of technical controls are: Encryption, Smart
cards, Network authentication, Access control lists
(ACLs), File integrity auditing software.

Administrative Controls:

1.INTRODUCTION
Computer security is a general term that covers a
wide area of computing and information processing.
The biggest problem of people is securing anything in
the very narrow scope. They are not sure about what
to secure and how to secure it. This is because people
don’t fully understand what security is? But most
likely it is because security is such a loaded word that
it can mean too many things. Computer security is
often divided into three distinct master categories,
commonly referred to as controls. Objectives of these
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controls are proper security implementation:

Administrative controls define the human factors
of security. It determines which users have access
to what resources and information by such means
as: Training and awareness, Personnel registration
and accounting. It is nothing but keep on watching
what is going in your system that means keep
updated status of your system.
General perspective about Linux is that it
is quite a secure operating system. But in technical
perspective, the security of Linux depends on many
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patching history.

configuration files both at system level and
application level. System needs to be focused more
on administrative controls in Linux operating
system because Linux is open source operating
system. Users can easily access and modify it. Linux
system secure at a particular instance of time may
not be secure at the very next instance because
operational and functional changes might have
been done through threats or installation of new
packages or applications. Hence, there is a need of
secure system. Since most of the network
application such as DHCP, Telnet and Web servers
are running on Linux it is necessary to secure these
applications. All the threat, attacks are mostly are
network based so the Linux network service must
be so powerful to prevent these kind of attacks.

Linux security and vulnerabilities
Author: A. Deshmukh, P Mahalle.
In which it is stated that security implemented in terms of
finding vulnerabilities and analysis of those results are
quit secured. Analysis of log and server related threats
carried out and security is applied.

3.PROPOSED SYSTEM

2.LITERATURE REVIEW
The main purpose of this literature survey to take
review of the existing work in this area to understand the
depth of security of Linux OS. To understand the history
and working background of the Linux system. As per
studied the existing work which makes understand the
Linux system, applications and services run on Linux,
architecture, features and awes of each architecture.
[1-3] mainly focuses on security vulnerabilities in
general purpose Linux operating system. It is based on
primarily collected data from different systems. [3-7]
focuses on learning the processes and practices of
securing workstations and servers against local and
remote intrusion, exploitation and malicious activity.
Empirical Analysis Of System-Level Vulnerabilities
Metrics through Actual Attacks
Author: Hannes Holm, Mathias Eksted

There are various configuration files such
as system configuration file and server configuration files
which contain attributes that are critical. Vulnerability check
module will check such configuration files and scan for
attribute which are important from security perspective.
Vulnerability check module check current attribute value
with best security value required for that attribute. If current
configured value is not a best security value then it will
consider it as vulnerability and generates the vulnerability
report. Generated report is given to the security module

Linux system consists of very strong logging
mechanism maintains the log for kernel, servers, users,
system processes etc. These entire logs by default placed
at different location. Log analysis module collects the log
from these various places and generates report. This
generated report is useful for finding the vulnerability.
Generated report is given to the security module
By looking vulnerability report security module gets
the vulnerable configuration files and modify them with best
security practice. Similarly by looking log analysis report this
module apply the security attributes accordingly. Security
module is actually responsible for modifying the
configuration files and making the Linux more secure.

Author: Jeffrey Stuckman, James Purtilo

Consider the script called network status report.
This script will execute the three ping commands for when
the command name of the script is typed at the Linux
prompt. It will shows following report. So script will
perform ping command, test the results and gives
conclusion in simplified form also generate the alert
message so that administrator understand net-work
status . The command do not have executed separately.

In which mined vulnerabilities from historical change log
data from Linux distribution packages, tapping a yetunexplored source of security data. Change logs provide a
unified view of a application's evolution, and vulnerability

Consider ping command as an example for result
interpretation. In this project, many more scripts for
different security aspects will be developed. Following are
the details of the scripts:

In which different levels of system vulnerabilities from
modification of system configuration files, packeges are
stated.
Mining
Security
Vulnerabilities
Distribution Metadata

from

Linux
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1) Vulnerability report: In this script four types of
reports will be generated. These are work-station
vulnerability report, Disk utilization report, FTP server
vulnerability report, Network vulnerability report.
2) Script for user security, in that script we provide
different options for user management such as manage users
without password. We can delete user or add password to
user who doesn’t have password. Functionality is apply age
policy and single user mode password.
3) Script for package management, in these script
three options are there. We can list out installed packages,
verify installed package, and install packages.
4) Script for network security, this script is very worth
because it checks network related security aspects.
Following are the options over there -close open ports,
remote live monitoring, remote port scan, remote live
monitoring, login banner, block pack-et forwarding, block
reply to ICMP broadcast, enable protection against bad
ICMP messages, enable SYN food protection, block source
routed.
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perspectives:
1) Vulnerability check module
2) Log Analysis Module
3) Security Module
1) Vulnerability check module
There are various configuration files such as system
configuration file and server configuration files which
contain attributes that are critical. This module will
check such configuration files and scan for attribute
which are important from security perspective. This
module check current attribute value with best
security value required for that attribute. If current
configured value is not a best security value then it
will consider it as vulnerability and generates the
vulnerability report. Generated report is given to the
security module.

2) Log Analysis Module
Linux system consists of very strong logging
mechanism maintains the log for kernel, servers,
users, system processes etc. These entire logs by
de-fault placed at different location. This module
collects the log from these various places and
generates report. This generated report is useful
for finding the vulnerability. Generated report is
given to the security module.
3) Security Module
This module collects the vulnerability report and
log analysis report and applies security. By looking
vulnerability report this module get the vulnerable
configuration files and modify them with best
security practice. Similarly by looking log analysis
report this module apply the security attributes
accordingly. This model is actually responsible for
modifying the configuration files and making the
Linux more secure.

4.METHODOLOGY
The Linux should be secured from three
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5.CONCLUSION
This research paper purposed a unique security
mechanism which is very helpful for the system
administrator to develop a good security strategy for
securing Linux Operating System.
In limited situations, it is unacceptable to try to
implement security without proper tools. There should be
each security requirement must be addressed in some way
even where extensive commercial tools are not available.
Where extensive tools are not available simpler tools of some
sort must be implemented to enable basic security.
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